Floor Polisher
Instruction manual
Reading carefully the instruction before using domestic waxing &
polishing machine.

I. Model: PG5001
II. Instruction for function
The machine is designed and produced by CE standard. Has excellent
function,safety dependable, operate convenient. It can be used on the HARD
FLOOR (marble, granitic, ceramic tile) ,WOOD FLOOR and CARPET..It will
make your life comfortable.
Hard floor and Wood floor: Assemble Scrubbing brush plate and polishing
patch on the axes below the pedestal when cleaning. waxing and polishing.
Use scrubbing brush plate to waxing on the wood and hard floor according to
veins or direct line, until wax symmetrical .please check if the wax layer is
dryer as a bone. If ok, then assemble polishing patch to polish according to
veins or direct line.
For an appliance ,such as a Floor or Carpet cleaning machine, for use with a
fluid:
a) For an appliance that may be used on a hard surface and used only with a
proprietary fluid: “To reduce the risk of fire and electric shock due to
internal component damage, use only +cleaning fluid intended for use with
“Fluid” may be replaced with the word “products”
+Replace with the appliance manufacturer ‘s

name.

b) For all others: “to reduce the risk of fire, do not use a flammable or
combustible liquid to clean a floor.

III. Technical Data

Voltage : 240V~
Frequency: 50HZ
Amp. : 2.0A

IV．CIRCUIT
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T:thermal cut out
K:power switch
D:bunch dash motor

v. Assemble Process & Operate
1. Use short ainico pipe insert handle, and hole aim at hole (illustration 1)
2. Use long ainico pipe single hole aim at lock button ,then push (Illustration
2)
3. Use long anico pipe dual hole aim at other dual hold on the T type support
Then fix up with bolt (Illustration 3)
4. Use scrubbing brush put into axes below the pedestal until you hear “ka
da” (Illustraion 4)
5. When you need to polish, using polishing patch put on the scrubbing
brush then shield with fix up circle.
6. When power switch on, hold handle tightly, step on the pedal switch,
simultaneity pull handle down 30 angle or so. the scrubbing brush will
start to work. When finished, roll back the handle , when hearing “ka da”,

it is ok!
7. Be careful to keep away the screw on the handle.

VI. Part & Assembly Instruction

VI .Grounding

This appliance must be connected to a grounded metal, permanent wining
system; or an equipment-grounding conductor must be run with the circuit
conductors and connected to the equipment- grounding terminal or lead on
the appliance.
1. For all grounded, cord-connected appliances:
This appliance must be grounded. It is should malfunction or breakdown,
grounding provides a path of least resistance for electric current to reduce
the risk of electric shock. This appliance is equipped with a cord having an
equipment–grounding conduct and grounding plug. The plug must be
inserted into an appropriate outlet that is properly installed and grounded in
accordance with local codes and ordinances.
Warning—Improper connection of the equipment-grounding conductor can
result in a risk of electric shock. Check with a qualified electrician or service.
Person if you are in doubt as to whether the outlet is properly grounded. Do
not modify the plug provided with appliance,-if it will not fit the outlet.
Have a proper outlet installed by a qualified electrician.
2. For all ground, cord-connected appliance rated less than 15 amperes and
intended for use on a nominal 120-volt supply circuit, the instruction in
either item a or b:
a) This appliance is for use on a nominal 120-volt circuit. And has a
grounded plug
b) Make sure that the appliance is connected to an outlet having the same
configuration as the plug .No adaptor should be used with this
appliance.
c) This appliance is for use on a circuit having a nominal rating more that
120 volts (or this appliance is rated more than 15 amperes and is for
use on a circuit having a nominal rating of 120 volts) and

is factory

–equipped with a specific electric cord and plug to permit connection
to a proper circuit. Make sure that the appliance is connected to an
outlet having the same configuration as the plug. No adaptor should be
used with this appliance. If the appliance must be reconnected for use
on a different type of electric circuit, the reconnection should be made
by qualified service personnel.

VII. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING

THIS APPLIANCE WARNING:
To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or injury.
1. Never carry the appliance by the cord or yank to disconnect from an
outlet, instead hold the plug and pull to disconnect.
2. Keep cord away from heated surfaces. Do not pull cord around sharp
edges or corners. Do not close door on the charger cord.
3. Do not contact moving parts. Do not use outdoors.
4. Do not leave appliance when plugged in. Unplug from outlet when not
in use and before servicing.
5. Do not handle plug or appliance with wet hands.
6. Look on your scrubber and follow all label and marking instructions.
7. Do not allowed to be used as a toy. Close attention is necessary when
used by or near children.
8. Do not use with damaged cord or plug. If appliance is not work as it
should, has been dropped, damaged or dropped in water. Return it to
an authorized service center.
9. Keep cord away from heated surfaces
10. Do not store the appliance near hot ovens or heating appliances.
11. Use only as described in this manual. Use only manufacturer’s
recommended attachments. Do not use for any purpose other than
described in this user’s guide.
12. Using improper voltage may result in damage to the motor and
possible injury to the user. Correct voltage is listed on the rating lable.
13. If the polisher is damaged, it must be repaired by the manufacturer or
its service agent or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a

hazard.
14. Do not put scrubber in water or other liquid Except wax liquid. Do not
place or store appliance where it can fall or be pulled into a tub or sink.
15. Never immerse power head or wand in any liquid.
16. Use this machine to wax. Please use the liquid wax or spray wax as
possible as you can. Do not polish when the wax not dry.
17. After finished, you should disassemble scrubbing brush and
polishing patch to clean and keep dry.
18. Do not wash the machine with water directly.
19. It is forbidden be disassembled personal.
20. Any crack out happened, please contact with our local franchisers.
*Maintenance instructions shall include:
a) Instructions

for

recommended

by

cleaning
the

and

user-maintenance

manufacturer,

such

as

operations

lubrication

or

nonlubrication, and a statement to the user that any other servicing
should be performed by an authorized service representative or that
the appliance has no user serviceable parts.
b) Instructions for an appliance employing an automatically reset thermal
limiter that shuts off the entire appliance or any operating part of the
appliance shall inform the user of what is expected if the thermal
limiter operates.
c) Specific instructions for the proper method of storage of the cord, the
total appliance, and the like, when the appliance is not in use, and for
care of the cord when in use.

